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SatPlus Australia - Newsletter #3

It's been quite some time since I wrote the last SatPlus newsletter.   Since then, we've been to the Brisbane Caravan Show, the Maryborough Show, Cleveland

Caravan Show and most recently, the Sunshine Coast Show.  It's great to showcase our products and demonstrate the benefits of owning a satellite TV system

and we'll continue the shows around Queensland and beyond for years to come. 

Already have a satellite system purchased from SatPlus?  Comments and feedback are much appreciated and if you have any great pics of your system in use

whether at the beach or outback, we'd love to upload them to our website and Facebook page.  Feel free to email them through or send them via a Facebook

message.

www.facebook.com/SatPlusAustralia

In this edition, we'll be covering:

Satellite Meters

Ground systems vs Roof Mounted Systems

VAST Error codes

Clearance items

Maxview UK

ANNOUNCEMENT:  SatKing decoders have been dropping channels over the last couple of months due to a technical issue related to a change in the

broadcast stream.  SatKing have identified this and rectified the problem with a firmware upgrade.  This upgrade has been passed onto Optus who will perform

an over the air upgrade over the coming weeks. 

Satellite Meters - What's available?

There are essentially two types of satellite meters available - analog and digital.  In both cases, the meter is connected behind the dish where the operator can

adjust the dish and monitor the screen of the meter.  An analog meter or finder is basically a mechanical type needle and tone instrument that responds to signal

STRENGTH from ANY satellite.  It cannot discriminate between one satellite to the next and this makes it difficult to tell which satellite you are tuned to unless

you check the decoder connected to your TV each time you get a response on the finder.   This makes setting up difficult and becomes a two person exercise. 

Many suppliers issue these meters as part of their mobile kits simply to keep the price down and offer a budget system.  An example of a standard analog meter

can be seen below.

Digital meters on the other hand, can be programmed by the supplier, for the satellite you are specifically looking for (in most cases within Australia this would

be Optus C1 and D3 satellites - both co-located together in space) and this instrument, when combined with good quality instructions, is the key to quick
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alignment success.  A digital meter responds to signal QUALITY for the specific satellite being searched.  Aligning the dish now becomes a one man (or woman)

task and there is no need to check back and forth as the satellite meter gives a clear reading on the screen indicating the percentage of signal QUALITY. 

One really important point to note when purchasing a digital meter, regardless of where it is purchased, is to check whether the meter is DVB-S or DVB-S2

compatible.  DVB-S2 is the high definition specification that is being adopted by most broadcasters and when this upgrade is completed, DVB-S meters will NOT

work. 

Digital meters can be line powered - they get their power from the low DC voltage (13 ~ 18V) output by the satellite decoder via the coaxial cable.  Some have

built in re-chargeable batteries that do not need to be connected to the satellite decoder.  These tend to be more expensive. 

My advise has always been, if you're in the market for a sat system, spend a little extra and get a DIGITAL meter. 

Should I buy a portable system or go for a system on the roof of the van?

This is a common question and one that requires a fair amount of thought.  There are major benefits to both but neither is perfect as each has its own

advantages and disadvantages.

Portable systems are stored in the van or 4x4 and brought out, setup and aligned within close proximity to the van.  They come in various sizes and types but at

the end of the day, work in the same way.  Prices for mobile kits range from $500 to $1000 depending on the dish type and material, components included and

decoder style (whether a single tuner or twin tuner with built in hard drive). 
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Benefits of a portable system are:

Ability to move the dish around nearby trees

Lower cost of initial purchase

Easily serviceable

Can be pole mounted on the drawbar or rear bar

Disadvantages are:

The dish need to be setup and aligned on the ground

Harder to store the large dish in the van (although the fold in half dishes solve this issue)

Prone to theft unless chained to van

Roof mounted systems come in two varieties:

Fully Automatic - these are self seeking and generally only require the pressing of a button to seek and lock onto the correct satellite.  This generally takes only

3 or 4 minutes.  A typical control box is pictured below:

Manual Roof Mounted - these are mounted on the roof in the same way as an automatic system and from the outside, look just like an auto system. 

However, searching is performed manually by winding from inside the van and rotating until signal is found.  There is an elevation scale built into the winder so

locating the satellite is relatively easy.  The Maxview winding mechanism is shown below:

Both the roof mounted crank up and automatic systems lay flat on the roof during travel and are around 200mm off the roof.

Benefits of a Roof mounted system are:

No need to carry out the equipment during setup and alignment

Safely stored and secure on the roof of the van

The signal screen can be seen on the TV while aligning (applies to the Crank UP)

Aerodynamic and lower than your air conditioner

Quick setup time
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Disadvantages are:

Large trees very close by can block the satellite signal and the van would need to be moved

Higher cost than a manual system

More costly to install (if required)

More costly to service (if required)

Increased clearance height of trailer (if no air conditioner installed)

So, as you've read from the above, system choice is a personal thing.  If you're happy to cart out the equipment and align the dish then a mobile system may be

right for you.  If you think that this may be a hassle or are concerned about security then perhaps a roof mounted system would be more suitable.  Either way,

both types of systems will provide perfect reception all around Australia and when you convert to satellite, you'll never go back to a traditional antenna again !

VAST Error codes

Do you have a VAST satellite decoder and are puzzled at the numerous error messages displayed on the screen from time to time?  We'll explain what the

common errors mean and how to rectify them.

E48 - NO SIGNAL

An E48-NO SIGNAL message means exactly that.  The decoder is searching for satellite signal and is not receiving any signal from the dish.  This could be due

to:

The dish is not aligned

The LNB on the front of the dish is set to the wrong SKEW angle

There is a bad connection in the cable from the dish to the decoder (common when connected through van wall plates)

The LNB settings within the VAST decoder are incorrectly set.  The LNB setting should always be 10700

E48- NO SIGNAL should not be confused with the NO SIGNAL message being displayed on the TV when the user has not correctly set the AV or HDMI channel

and the TV is receiving no video signal.

E-50 No Services Found

This is quite a common error message and may be due to the following:

While the decoder is searching for signal, the EXIT button has been pressed and the decoder has not loaded any channels into memory.   Simply press

the RESET button on the front of the VAST decoder and allow the unit to restart.  While it displays the SEARCHING FOR VAST SIGNAL message, align

the dish and it will automatically scan in all of the available programs.

E16-4 or E30 or E32

This is a smartcard related issue.  When you first purchase a satellite decoder, smartcard registration is required.  There are two ways to register the card - as a

traveller or as a TV blackspot customer.  Either method is completed at www.mysattv.com.au

If you have registered your card but the satellite dish was not aligned at the time, visit the above website and click the DECODER REHIT button on the front

page while the system is on.  If you have already registered your card as a traveller and you know that the card is still within the 6 month activation period AND

you haven't used the system for a while, you can either:

Leave the decoder on displaying the E16, E30, E32 message and within (up to) 45 minutes, the card will become active.1. 

With the same error message on the screen, visit the Mysattv website and click on DECODER REHIT.  The card will become active within around 10

seconds.

2. 

E06-4 Smartcard Failure

This is a smartcard failure and is indicating that the decoder cannot read the card correctly.  Remove the card from the decoder and re-insert.  If the decoder still

displays this message, with the card in place, completely power down and restart the decoder.  If the message is still displayed, contact your supplier.

Clearance Items
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We have excess stock of several items we'd like to clear out to make space for a few container loads arriving in a few weeks.  If these items interest you, call the

QLD branch on 07 5443 5517 or email info@satplus.com.au

55cm satellite dishes

We have stock of 55cm KU band dishes perfect for VAST, Foxtel, Austar or Optus D2 and IntelSat19 that we'd like to clear out.  Only $15 each and perfect for a

holiday house or a mobile stup on the East coast.  If you need a mount and LNB, we have these available too (sold separately).

We have a Mecatronics automatic satellite TV system up for sale.  This one was only ever used as a demo display to look impressive in the showroom and has

been used only a couple of times for display purposes.  We rearranged the showroom and it was placed up on the mezzanine for the last 12 months.  Retail

price on this system is over $4000 and we're asking $1000.00 - at this price we'll offer a 1 month warranty as our guarantee that it works.  Absolute steal for the

first caller.  Here's a link to the product on another supplier website.  Note that the LED control panel is not included or required.  Call 07 5443 5517 or email

john@satplus.com.au

Freight and packaging additional if required.

We still have excess stock of the older model Minimax dish.  These are 75cm in diameter and we can fully assemble them for you.  Great for caravans and

motorhomes.  Please note that these are the older version 1 model and NOT the current model as advertised on our website.  These DO NOT include the

padded dish bags either.  They will be fully assembled and fitted with a single output 10700 LNB and we're offering these for only $85.00 each plus shipping if

required.  Call the QLD branch on 07 5443 5517 or email us.  Supplied as per picture below:
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Maxview Crank Up Systems

Maxview UK manufacture and distribute the best quality satellite systems available and SatPlus are the exclusive distributor of these high end systems.  The

Crank Up AU2590/85 is now sold out but more stock is arriving in around 3 weeks.  Exciting new products will be arriving over the coming year so have a look at

Maxview's website and view their range of touring satellite products.

Happy travels from the SatPlus team.
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